Changing the Future of
Pharma Together

What's the next big thing for Life Sciences?
Big Thing. Many Things.
Accenture Life Sciences Cloud for R&D
ALSC Built for the industry with the industry.
Jonathan Bur
Managing Director - Accenture Life Sciences Cloud for R&D
We've been doing this for five years now and it's just really exciting to see the collaboration
with clients to get everyone together and really advance the roadmap for the Accenture Life
Sciences Cloud.
Chandi Kodthiwada
Product Leader - Accenture Life Sciences Cloud for R&D
This is our favorite time of the year, we get to spend an entire day with our coalition
members, present our big ideas, share our strategy and figure out what the next big thing is
to solve. Today was all about AI and machine learning.
Reetika Fleming
Research Director, Insurance & Analytics - Hfs Research
My presentation today was about the three change agents that we see as enterprises start
their journey into the digital age. So, there are smart analytics, automation and AI or as we
like to call them at Hfs the triple-eight trifecta. We believe that data and data curation is
really at the foundation of these technologies and it is at the intersection of them that value
lies.
Jonathan Palmer
Senior Director Product Strategy, Digital Trials - Oracle
The whole point of the coalition was to work within this pre-competitive space. We're really
about competing at the molecule level and not at the technology or process level. This is a
great opportunity for all of us to work together.
Shelley Padgett
Sr. Director of IT Medicines Development - Eli Lilly and Company
We're going after sustainability, so you know this is the core of our business and this is
where all of our patient data is. For us it's critical and so to have sustainability in our
systems as we move forward is important. So, the initial part for us is, let's get into the
core part of the house and let's get that in a sustainable fashion.
Adrian Cottrell
Vice President of Clinical, Medical & Regulatory IT - GSK
I think what you see each time it gets bigger and it's growing there's different attendees on
there a good thing too is that we realize as the consortium grows we have to kind of almost
keep reinventing ourselves at a couple of years because to really get bigger you have to
shed your skin and then become something else.
Stay tuned for more groundbreaking innovation and news on the Accenture Life Sciences
Cloud for R&D.
Next coalition summit in Berlin, Spring 2018.
To get involved, please contact jonathan.strutt@accenture.com
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